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Summary 
 

Archaeological fieldwork was carried out during construction of a house at Inchnadamph, Sutherland, in 
response to a planning condition.   Engineering test pits were excavated under archaeological supervision, 
and construction of the access road was subject to a watching brief.  A controlled topsoil strip was then 
undertaken on the house site itself. 
 
The house is to be built within a group of hill fields shown on the 1st edition 6 inch map, defined by rough, 
irregular stone dyke.  Near the access road a hut circle was identified and safeguarded.  The hill fields 
defined by the dykes seem to roughly coincide with an area of much earlier clearance probably associated 
with this hut circle.   However, the only archaeological features noted during the watching brief and 
controlled topsoil strip were two dykes and the ploughed-out remains of a possible clearance cairn. 
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Aims and objectives 
 

 To minimise any possible delay or cost to the development by anticipating archaeological 
requirements as far as possible, timetabling and integrating archaeological recording work with 
the project, and dealing with any issues arising quickly and efficiently. 

 
 To determine as far as possible the character, extent, condition, date and significance of any 

archaeologically significant remains; and to preserve these where possible and record where 
necessary in line with national and local policies and standards.  

 
 To ensure that any artefacts or human remains are dealt with in accordance with legal 

requirements and current Historic Scotland policy guidance. 
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Location 
 
The site is centred at Ordnance Survey National Grid Reference NC  2571  2236 at a height of about  
143m above sea level. 
 

 
Figure 1  Site location 
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Figure 2  Site plan 

Courtesy of Anta Architecture
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Introduction 
 
A programme of archaeological work was undertaken by Highland Archaeology Services Ltd in 
response to a planning requirement at Inchnadamph, Sutherland.  The purpose of this programme was 
to identify and record the nature and extent of any archaeological features affected by the 
development, and to propose mitigation measures where necessary.    
  
 

 
Figure 3  First Edition Ordnance Survey 6 inch (1:10560) Map (Extract) 
Arrow indicates approximate position of house site.  Sutherland Sheet LXXI surveyed 1875.  Not reproduced to 
scale.  Courtesy of National Library of Scotland. 
 
 

Archaeology and policy background 
 
 
 
Relevant legislation includes the following: 
 

 The Ancient Monuments and Archaeological Areas Act 1979 
 The Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997 
 The Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) (Scotland) Act 1997,  
 The Ancient Monument (Class Consents) (Scotland) Order 1996 
 The Historic Environment (Amendment) (Scotland) Act 2011 

 
The Scottish Government’s policy is set out in Scottish Historic Environment Policy, (SHEP) issued 
by Historic Scotland in July 2009, Scottish Planning Policy, February 2010, and more recently in 
Planning Advice Note 2-201: Planning and Archaeology.   
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The planning and policy framework includes the Highland Council’s current Highland Structure 
Plan1and  (draft) Highland-wide Local Development Plan2 together with the relevant Local Plans in 
force.  The Council’s Historic Environment Team have recently started a consultation on the new 
draft Historic Environment Strategy3, and  Standards for Archaeological Work4. 
 
The fundamental principles underpinning the above policies are set out in Passed to the Future: 
Historic Scotland’s Policy for the Sustainable Management of the Historic Environment (2002)5 and 
the Burra Charter (Australia ICOMOS 1999).6 
 
Archaeological mitigation was requested by the Planning Authority in this case because the Highland 
Council’s Historic Environment Team (HET) considered that the construction of a house with access 
track had the potential to affect archaeological features or finds.   The main features identified as at 
risk comprised a hut circle, MHG54529 and an enclosure pre-dating the mid-18th century.  
 
The Highland Council’s brief stated 
 

The application lies within an area of significant archaeological interest. Within the immediate area is a 
concentration of pre-clearance townships and associated remains with occasional, but significant, 
prehistoric burial and settlement remains. The development is located within an enclosure that predates 
the mid-18th century. There is believed to be potential for archaeological features or finds to be affected 
by the development.  While the risk is not such as to warrant a full archaeological excavation, it is 
important that the full nature and extent of any archaeological features should be identified and 
recorded before destruction7.   
 

Methodology 
 
The fieldwork was undertaken between the end of June and the end of November in widely varying 
weather conditions:  the wet summer gave way to an unusually warm and dry autumn which lasted 
through October.   November was marked by strong winds and rain, but visibility throughout was 
generally good for fieldwork.   Engineering text pits were observed along the road line, and care was 
taken to identify any surface features to the contractor before work started on road construction.  The 
road was not subject to continual observation where it crossed areas of bedrock and other sterile areas, 
but where dykes were noted, any damage was kept to a minimum. 
 
Apart from during the topsoil strip for the house site itself, features were recorded using a Promark 3 
DGPS unit operating in mobile mapping mode using real-time satellite based correction.  This 
typically offers accuracy of 1-2m although this can be affected by tree cover or atmospheric or other 
conditions.   The results were then post-processed and corrected to the OS GB national Grid. 
  

                                                      
1 http://www.highland.gov.uk/yourenvironment/planning/developmentplans/structureplan/thehighlandstructureplan.htm 
 
2 Highland-wide Local Development Plan Highland Council, Consultation Draft  March 2011 
 
3 http://www.highland.gov.uk/NR/rdonlyres/D38AEEE4-F46D-4474-B25D-
0FE06E3A3267/0/HighlandHistoricEnvironmentStrategyCONSULTATIONDRAFT.pdf 
4 Standards for Archaeological Work, Highland Council, Consultation Draft  . November 2011 
5 www.historic-scotland.gov.uk/pasttofuture.pdf 
6 http://www.icomos.org/australia/burra.html 
7 Highland Council 2011, Specification for a Controlled Strip … SU-09-480  
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Figure 4  Sutherland estate map from the 1770s.  The enclosure circled is in approximately the same area 
as the site, but is far too small, as is the enclosure to the east.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5  Google Earth image.  Approximate location of topsoil strip area in red, farmstead circled in blue 
 

HLP87 

Dykes 
breached by 

MHG
11336 
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Figure 6  Features as recorded by the Assynt’s Hidden Lives project 
(Reproduced from project report) 
 
 
The Assynt’s Hidden Lives Project was a major community archaeology project carried out by 
Historic Assynt in partnership with AOC Archaeology and local volunteers8.  This carried out a 
detailed survey of the area in 2008-9 and found three fields together with the small farmstead  (site 
HLP88: see Figures 5-6).  The field dykes are clearly visible on the ground and in themselves are 
likely to be of medieval or post-medieval date.  However this type of feature can coincide with land 
cleared in prehistory, and a hut circle had been recorded in the general area of the proposed access 
road at  NC 25696 221519.    
 
According to the RCAHMS record (NMRS NC22SE 21),  
 

The site lies in a relatively wide level valley between Druim nan Torr and Cnoc Gorm to the N of the 
track from Kirkton to Glenbain and on spur overlooking various pre-clearance structures, fields and a 
chambered cairn beside the River Traligill to the S and several burnt mounds 1 mile to the N at the end 
of the valley.  
The remains (see plan) consist of a poorly preserved circular bank with five breaks in the circuit and a 
number of stones of varying sizes including large orthostats which delineate original inner and outer 
wall faces and there are numerous other stones presumably displaced from their original position 
within the walls circuit. The interior is approximately 11m in diameter and the enclosing bank varies in 
thickness from 1.5 – 2m with in-situ facing stones best preserved to the NW and SE.  A post clearance 
lambing pen has been built into the bank within the SW quadrant. 

                                                      
8 Cavers G and Hudson G  2010, Assynt’s Hidden Lives:  An Archaeological Survey of the Parish, Historic 
Assynt; HHER reference EHG3289 
9 HHER  MHG54529. 
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Although this site does not seem to have been noted during the Assynt’s Hidden Lives Project (see 
Figure 4 below), it was recorded in some detail by Gordon Sleight of Historic Assynt in 201010.   The 
location has been incorrectly entered on the HHER.  It was visited by Gordon Sleight, Anna Welti and 
John Wood in August 2011 and identified in the field.   Its outline was then plotted using the Promark 
3 DGPS unit and found to be centred at NC 25697 22163.  This is clearly the same feature as recorded 
by the RCAHMS.   It was identified to the contractor and safeguarded with flags.   
 
 

 
Figure 7  Plan of hut circle by Gordon Sleight. 
 

 

Watching Brief:  Engineering Test Pits 
 
Eleven test pits, and the material upcast from them, were excavated along the planned road line and 
within the house site, observed by John Wood.  These were simple scoops opened by a mechanical 
excavator fitted with a 0.6m wide bucket along the line of the access road and within the house site 
itself.  All these revealed only natural periglacial material and bedrock.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                      
10 HHER  MHG53736.  See also Figure 5 
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Figure 8  Test pits 
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Table 1  Test Pits observed  29/06/2011 
 
Test Pit 

No. 
Location Depth 

(m) 
Notes 

1   0.3 7.6cm turf onto clean red/brown sandy clay. 

2   0.6 7.6cm turf onto clean red/brown sandy clay. 

3   0.5 in line with dyke corner c.50cm deep wet 
peat onto clay 

4   0.5 tp4 across dyke 

5   2 house site. grey clay with rocks & water @ 
1.6m.  Bedrock at 2m  

6   1 At 1m deep, solid stone - unclear whether 
bedrock or boulder 

7   2.2 Sand/silt orange / brown grey/white at 0.9m  

8   1.2 Mid-brown clay: very wet. Running water at 
1m - grey/white clay with boulders 

9   0.9 30cm topsoil, over 20cm pink clay.  At 80cm 
clay becomes white/grey at water level 

10   1.85 Red/brown sandy clay overlying rotted 
sandstone boulder at 60cm depth.   

11   1.4 40cm red/brown sand/silt to 70cm but v. 
variable. Dry grey rotten rock below this. 

 
 
 

Watching Brief:  Access Road line 
 
The existing track running east from Inchnadamph Hostel was checked for possible archaeological 
concerns and then upgraded by adding crushed stone.  No excavation of new areas was necessary, no 
archaeological issues were identified, and the upgrading work itself along this existing track was not 
observed.   
 
A watching brief was maintained on the excavations for the access road, which was routed along the 
line of an existing unmade trackway.   This phase of the work was undertaken by John Wood and 
Anne Johnston assisted by Cathy Dagg and Anna Welti. 
 
The road line was walked by John Wood before work started to confirm that no surface-visible 
archaeological features would be affected.  The hut circle previously mentioned and a nearby cross 
dyke were identified to the contractor and safeguarded.  In the case of the dyke the road was taken 
through an existing 8m wide gap under archaeological supervision.    Spoil heaps were also checked 
for artefacts, but no buried archaeological features or artefacts were recorded during this phase.    
 
Work began by widening the junction where the access track meets the existing track, with the 
intention of providing a turning circle. The turf was mechanically removed to a depth of ca 10cm over 
a section of track measuring ca. 30m in length by 2.7m wide, working westwards from the junction. 
This work was observed in its entirety. The topsoil was then removed from this section, and a further 
c. 20m of track was then stripped and excavated in the same manner under observation: no 
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archaeological features were recorded.  In this section, soil cover was marginal and at 50m from the 
junction with the existing track a rocky outcrop was encountered. 
 

 
Plate 1  Access track line before stripping – view N 
Photo by Anne Johnston 

 
Plate 2  Topsoil and root disturbance in subsoil 
Photo by Cathy Dagg 
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The road construction then continued northwards using two back acting excavators – one, fitted with a 
straight-edged ditching bucket, stripped first the turf, and then the topsoil and overburden, exposing 
the surface of the subsoil or, as it proved in many areas, bedrock.  Crushed stone was then brought in 
from a local quarry and a second excavator spread this material.  In general the stripped section 
available for inspection between the two machines was between 10m and 50m.   
 
The stripping in this area typically encountered clean, red topsoil varying in depth but typically about 
0.4m, overlying gritty yellow-grey subsoil and /or irregularly outcropping limestone.  The topsoil 
contained a great density of heather and other roots. Occasional irregular and ill-defined brown/grey 
patches were noted in the subsoil of a brown soil, rich in organic material, which appear to be the 
remains of former tree roots (Plate 1).   Within the enclosures defined by dykes and visible on historic 
maps, the topsoil changed to a mixed,  greyish-brown or yellow-brown silty clay loam, with sandier 
patches and lenses in places and peaty soil nearer to watercourses.   
 
In the vicinity of the hut circle mentioned above, flags were placed to safeguard the archaeologically 
sensitive areas (Plate 3). 
 
 

 
Plate 3  Hut circle and dyke,  flagged  
Photo by Anna Welti 
 
 

Controlled Topsoil Strip:  House site and adjoining area 
 

Methodology and Limitations 
 

This phase of the work was carried out by Pete Higgins.  Topsoil stripping was controlled by the 
archaeologist and observed deposits and features were recorded using a single context recording 
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system with pro-forma recording sheets, photographs and drawings.  Spoil heaps were checked for 
artefacts.  The exposed surface was cleaned by hand where possible features were encountered.  
Context location was recorded using a standard hand held GPS system and checked by tape. 
 
Topsoil was stripped to a depth of between 0.2m and 0.35m, depending on overburden.  Toothless 
buckets were used for all groundworks.   
 
Most of the site was laid to grass, but did not appear to have been cultivated within recent years.  
Conditions for observation were therefore good, and observations took place over several days so 
differential drying of rapidly filled ephemeral features had time to occur over most of the house site; 
however, it is always possible that some such features may have been missed. 
 
 

 
Figure 9  Areas covered by controlled topsoil strip, showing contexts allocated and section locations  
Areas stripped areas (red), with feature 9 and sections through dykes (blue) 
 
 

Results 
 
Artefacts 
20th c. artefacts were noted in the topsoil, [1], along the access track, but were not retrieved. 
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Deposits 
 
The topsoil along the track was recorded as context [1], see table 1 for description.  It lay above the 
subsoil, [2], which in turn overlay natural deposits, [3]. 
 
Exactly similar deposits were recorded on the house site, contexts [4], [5] and [6].  The thickness of 
the topsoil, and to a lesser extent of the subsoil, was greater in more level areas and lesser on slopes, 
suggesting a considerable degree of lateral movement.  Coupled with the evidence of cultivation – 
humic content and high degree of mixing – it is probable that archaeological artefacts in the topsoil, or 
from ploughed-out features, have been transported downslope. 
 
The natural deposits, [6], comprise magnesium limestone (dolostones) in varying stages of 
decomposition; areas of staining in the upper surface of [6] are assumed to be result from complete 
decomposition. 
 
Features 
 
The two dykes breached by the access track were numbered as individual contexts, structures [7], a 
north/south dyke forming the western edge of the enclosure, and [8], an east-west dyke running near 
the southwest corner of the enclosure.  The dykes differed considerably in construction (see figure 9).  
Structure [7] was roughly built but generally was two courses wide with rubble infill, and no evidence 
of capping.  It was very grass-grown, especially on the outer, north-western, face, and was not coursed 
except for rough coursing along a short length by the south-western corner of the enclosure, where it 
crossed a watercourse.  Similar dykes formed the other boundaries of the rectilinear enclosure; that on 
the south-eastern side was pierced by a modern entrance, flanked by debris; the lack of overgrowth 
suggests this was made recently, probably to facilitate access for ploughing machinery. 
In contrast dyke [8] may more properly be considered a field bank, being completely grass-grown, 
and although it had a stone core there was no evidence of the stones forming a coherent structure.  It 
did not connect with the enclosure dykes, although the latter appeared to respect it.  It appears to form 
part of a curvilinear field system within which the rectilinear dykes have been erected, and may thus 
be of considerable antiquity. 
 
Both dykes differ markedly from a boundary dyke recorded by Assynt Hidden Lives Project as record 
HLP87 (see figure 5), which lies to the northwest and whose height, length and complex coping make 
it a conspicuous element in the landscape. 
 

 

Figure 10  Sections through dykes to show construction and contexts 
Left - Right: S1: N facing, F4 [ctxt 7]; S2: S facing, F4 [ctxt 7]; S3: E facing, F5 [ctxt 8].  
Located on Figure 8 above 
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An area of medium-sized stones has been interpreted as the ploughed-out base of a clearance cairn, 
structure [9], see figure 8.  Few if any of the stones were less than 0.2m across in the smallest 
dimension, sub-angular to sub-rounded, and formed a distinct area visible on the surface of context 
[6].  The absence of a corresponding concentration of stones in the topsoil above or just downslope 
from this feature is probably due to the lateral soil movement noted above. 
 
A search was made for other clearance cairns in the area, but apart from a few to the west of HLP87 
only two possible cairns were noted, just to the north-west of hut circle MHG54529. 
 
 

Conclusions and Recommendations 
 
No buried features were recorded during the watching brief on test pits or the stripping for the road 
line.  The only archaeological features noted during the controlled topsoil strip were the two dykes, F7 
and F8, and the base of the clearance cairn, F9.  It is probable that less robust archaeological remains 
have been ploughed out long ago; subsequent soil creep downslope would have transported their 
remnants away from the site. 
 
The differing construction of the two dykes, and the evidence of the Google Earth imagery, suggests a 
sequence of field systems, with a rectilinear pattern replacing or supplanting an earlier curvilinear 
pattern.  This suggestion would require further research for confirmation, but is consistent with the 
other remnants of former landscapes visible around the site. 
 
 

Plates 
 

 
Plate 4  The house site at the start of topsoil stripping 
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Plate 5  Dyke 7 by watercourse; note rough coursing 
 

 
Plate 6  Section though deposits on house site 
 

4

5

6
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Plate 7  Base of clearance cairn, 9, exposed  
 

 
Plate 8  The house site at completion of topsoil stripping 

6 9 
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Appendix 1:  Features and Contexts 
 
Table 2  Archaeological Features 
 
Feature Contexts Type Other ref Location Dimensions 

(N/S) 
Dimensions 
(E/W) 

Height / 
Depth 

Details 

1 (Not 
excavated) 

Hut circle HHER 
MHG11336;  
NMRS 
NC22SE 7 

NC 25695  
22167 
(corrected) 

c.16.5 c.17.5 0.5 The site lies in a relatively wide level valley between Druim nan Torr and 
Cnoc Gorm to the NE of the track from Kirkton to Glenbain and on a spur 
overlooking various pre-clearance structures, fields and a chambered cairn 
beside the River Traligill to the S and several burnt mounds 1 mile to the N at 
the end of the valley.  This has been incorrectly located on the Highland HER - 
the location has been corrected here.   The remains (see plan) consist of a 
poorly preserved circular bank with  breaks in the circuit and a number of 
stones of varying sizes including large orthostats which delineate original inner 
and outer wall faces.  There are numerous other stones presumably displaced 
from their original position within the walls circuit. The interior is 
approximately 11m in diameter and the enclosing bank varies in thickness - it 
is very spread to the S and E but has apparently in-situ facing stones to the NW 
and SE. There appears to be a field clearance heap built up against the east side 
of this feature (See F2). 

2 (Not 
excavated) 

Field 
clearance 
heap 

HHER   
NMRS 

NC 25704  
22170 

13 4.7 0.4 A field clearance heap lying against the east site of the hut circle (F1).  
Relationship to F1 unclear but probably later. 

3 (Not 
excavated) 

Dyke HHER 
MHG18814; 
NMRS 
NC22SE 13 

NC 25733  
22081 

  2 0.5 A substantial stone and earthdyke, part of and continuation of HHER 
MHG18814.  Width varies from 1 - 1.5m.  The road was routed through an 
existing gap approx. 7m wide.  It was found to lie approximately 25m north of 
the location given on the HHER and to extend northwards parallel to the new 
access track for about 140m to a point S of the hut circle (F1).  It merged into 
the natural slope at the south-west end. 

4 [7] Dyke  --  NC 25658  
22306 

 --  0.8 0.9 Field dyke forming part of an enclosure marked on 1770s estate map.  Possibly 
built with no stone capping, though this may have tumbled, or may have had 
turf capping, see 8.  Built on area stripped of turf.  This appears to be a 
subdivision of Ach' an Droighinn 

5 [8] Dyke  --  NC 25632  
22285 

 --  1 0.6 Field bank/dyke forming part of outer boundary of  Ach' an Drighinn enclosure  
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Feature Contexts Type Other ref Location Dimensions 
(N/S) 

Dimensions 
(E/W) 

Height / 
Depth 

Details 

6 [9] Cairn?  --  NC 25723  
22310 

7 6.5 0.15 Remnant of ploughed-out clearance cairn? 

7 (Not 
excavated) 

Farmstead HHER 
MHG11336; 
NMRS 
NC22SE7 

NC 25630 
22430 

 --   --   --  An L-shaped building footing accompanied by ruinous field walls and banks, 
depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 6-inch map (Sutherland 1878, sheet lxxi).  
Not affected by the present development, but recorded by the Assynt's Hidden 
Lives project in December 2009. Two limestone buildings forming a farmstead 
along with a field boundary and enclosures visible to the west and south. 
Structure A is a drystone longhouse 16m x 6m x 1.2m, aligned NNE-SSW, 
with two compartments and a wall spread of up to 1m in width. Structure B is a 
drystone L-shaped building 11m x 3m N-S and 6m x 3m E-W up to a height of 
1m and a wall spread over 1m in width. Two limestone buildings forming a 
farmstead along with a field boundary and enclosures visible to the west and 
south. Structure A is a drystone longhouse 16m x 6m x 1.2m, aligned NNE-
SSW, with two compartments and a wall spread of up to 1m in width. Structure 
B is a drystone L-shaped building 11m x 3m N-S and 6m x 3m E-W up to a 
height of 1m and a wall spread over 1m in width.  
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Table 3  Contexts 
Context Type Area Description Dimensions (m) Above Below Interpretation 

    N/S E/W Depth    

1 Layer Track Dark greyish brown silty clay loam; degree of 
mixing and sandiness varies along length of 
track.  Includes peaty soil by watercourses.  
Occasional modern inclusions. 

Trench Layer 0.12 2  -  Topsoil.  Degree of mixing varies with 
degree of cultivation.  Degree of sandiness 
varies with that of 2. 

2 Layer Track Dark yellow brown stony silty loam.  Sandier 
patches and lenses in places.  Interface with 1 
varies from sharp to gradual.  Depth, degree of 
sandiness and stone frequency varies along 
track. 

Trench Layer 0.32 3 1 Subsoil.  Upper surface varies according to 
depth of cultivation.  Degree of sandiness 
and stone frequency varies according to 
underlying geology. 

3 Layer Track Grey to dark grey dolostone. Trench Layer UE UE 2 Bedrock.  Dolostones of various formations, 
some rather friable. 

4 Layer House Well-mixed dark greyish brown silty clay loam;  
sandiness varies across area excavated.  
Thickness varies inversely with degree of slope.  
Occasional large stones and boulders of 
dolostone, some of which are reduced to stains.  
Occasional modern inclusions. 

Trench Layer 0.15 5  -  Topsoil.  Degree of mixing suggests 
cultivation within last 2 decades.  Variation 
in thickness suggests high rate of lateral 
movement (downslope).  Degree of sandiness 
varies with that of 2.  Degradation of 
dolostones suggests low pH. 

5 Layer House Dark yellow brown stony silty loam.  Sandier 
patches and lenses in places.  Interface with 4 
varies from sharp to gradual.  Depth, degree of 
sandiness and stone frequency varies across 
area excavated 

Trench Layer 0.28 6 4, 7, 8 Subsoil.  Upper surface varies according to 
depth of cultivation.  Degree of sandiness 
and stone frequency varies according to 
underlying geology.   

6 Layer House Grey to dark grey dolostone. Trench Layer UE UE 5 Bedrock.  Dolostones of various formations, 
some rather friable. 
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Context Type Area Description Dimensions (m) Above Below Interpretation 

    N/S E/W Depth    

7 Structure Track Narrow stone dyke running N/S.  Constructed 
of field stones without coursing, except at the 
southern end, where rudimentary courses were 
noted where the dyke crosses a watercourse.  
No capping.  Tumble both sides.  No turf line 
visible below. 

c.70.00 0.80 0.90 5  -  Field dyke forming part of an enclosure 
marked on 1770s estate map.  Possibly built 
with no stone capping, though this may have 
tumbled, or may have had turf capping, see 8.  
Built on area stripped of turf. 

8 Structure Track Turf and stone linear positive feature running 
E/W.  Field stones capped by turf 

>70.00 1.00 0.60 5  -  Field bank/dyke forming part of boundary of 
an enclosure other than that partly defined by 
7. 

9 Structure House Sub-circular area of stones between interface of 
4 and 5 in northeast quadrant of site.  
Relationship with 6 unclear - boundary is 
diffuse.  Stones all larger than 0.2m in greatest 
dimension; relative frequency of sizes not 
recorded.  

7.00 6.50 0.15 6? 1 Remnant of ploughed-out clearance cairn.  
The diffuse boundary with 6 is probably 
because the stone shave been pressed into the 
upper surface of 6. 
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Figure 11  Archaeological Features 
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Appendix 2:  Photographs 
 
Table 4  Photographs 
Photo no. Date Description  Location Direction 

facing 
Scale Taken 

by 
ALI11_20110629_001 29/06/2011 deleted    --   --  JW 
ALI11_20110629_002 29/06/2011 Test pit 2 TP1  --   --  JW 
ALI11_20110629_003 29/06/2011 Test pit 2 TP2  --   --  JW 
ALI11_20110629_004 29/06/2011 Test pit 5 TP5  --   --  JW 
ALI11_20110629_005 29/06/2011 Test pit 5 TP5  --   --  JW 
ALI11_20110629_006 29/06/2011 Test pit 5 TP5  --   --  JW 
ALI11_20110629_007 29/06/2011 Test pit 9 TP9  --   --  JW 
ALI11_20110629_008 29/06/2011 Test pit 9 TP9  --   --  JW 
ALI11_20110629_009 29/06/2011 Test pit 10 TP10  --   --  JW 
ALI11_20110718_010 18/07/2011 Watching Brief on Road strip:  root disturbance CP24 W  --  CD 
ALI11_20110718_011 18/07/2011 Watching Brief on Road strip:  root disturbance CP24 E  --  CD 
ALI11_20110718_012 18/07/2011 Watching Brief on Road strip CP25 NNE  --  CD 
ALI11_20110718_013 18/07/2011 Watching Brief on Road strip CP25 N  --  CD 
ALI11_20110821_014 21/08/2011 Hut circle HHER MHG3289  CP1 SSE  --  JW 
ALI11_20110718_015 21/08/2011 Hut circle HHER MHG3289 CP1 SSE  --  JW 
ALI11_20110718_016 21/08/2011 Hut circle HHER MHG3289 (Panorama) CP2 E  --  JW 
ALI11_20110718_017 21/08/2011 Hut circle HHER MHG3289 (Panorama) CP2 NNE  --  JW 
ALI11_20110718_018 21/08/2011 Hut circle HHER MHG3289 (Panorama) CP2 NE  --  JW 
ALI11_20110718_019 21/08/2011 Hut circle HHER MHG3289 (Panorama) CP2 ENE  --  JW 
ALI11_20110718_020 21/08/2011 Hut circle HHER MHG3289 (Panorama) CP2 E  --  JW 
ALI11_20110718_021 21/08/2011 Hut circle HHER MHG3289 (Panorama) CP2 SE  --  JW 
ALI11_20110718_022 21/08/2011 Hut circle HHER MHG3289 (Panorama) CP2 SSE  --  JW 
ALI11_20110928_023 28/09/2011 Dyke [7] cut by track  CP3 S 1 x 1m AJ 
ALI11_20110928_024 28/09/2011 Line of drainage ditch CP4 E  --  AJ 
ALI11_20110928_025 28/09/2011 Line of drainage ditch CP4 E  --  AJ 
ALI11_20110928_026 28/09/2011 Line of track from house site  CP20 S  --  AJ 
ALI11_20110928_027 28/09/2011 Boulder to west of track, facing south from site compound CP21 S  --  AJ 
ALI11_20110928_028 28/09/2011 Dyke 8 cut by track at SW corner of site.  Note watercourse. CP18 S  --  AJ 
ALI11_20110928_029 28/09/2011 Breach in dyke 8 CP5 E 1 x 1m AJ 
ALI11_20110928_030 28/09/2011 View of track to southeast CP6 SE  --  AJ 
ALI11_20110928_031 28/09/2011 View of track to northwest CP6 NW  --  AJ 
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Photo no. Date Description  Location Direction 
facing 

Scale Taken 
by 

ALI11_20110928_032 28/09/2011 Transition between upgrading and existing track CP7 E  --  AJ 
ALI11_20111003_033 03/10/2011 Stripping topsoil, 1, at start of track CP8 N  --  AJ 
ALI11_20111003_034 03/10/2011 Exposing subsoil, 2, at start of track CP9 N  --  AJ 
ALI11_20111003_035 03/10/2011 North edge of scrape showing depth of top soil, 1 CP10 N  --  AJ 
ALI11_20111003_036 03/10/2011 Exposed pipe at start of track N CP9 N  --  AJ 
ALI11_20111003_037 03/10/2011 Lux washing- up liquid bottle and marmalade jar top from top soil [1] 15 metres 

from start of track 
CP8  --   --  AJ 

ALI11_20111003_038 03/10/2011 South facing section of cut for track c. 15 metres from South end CP11 N  1 x 1m AJ 
ALI11_20111003_039 03/10/2011 Dyke [7] cut by track  CP22 S  1 x 1m AJ 
ALI11_20111003_040 03/10/2011 Exposed bedrock c. 20 metres from start of track  CP12  --   --  AJ 
ALI11_20111003_041 03/10/2011 View of track W  CP12 W   --  AJ 
ALI11_20111003_042 03/10/2011 General view of track at 50 metres from South end, showing bedrock CP13 W  1 x 1m AJ 
ALI11_20111004_043 04/10/2011 Hut circle flagged  CP23 E   AW 
ALI11_20111005_044 05/10/2011 Cross dyke - watching brief on road stripping cpnew1 E   JW 
ALI11_20111005_045 05/10/2011 Cross dyke - watching brief on road stripping cpnew2     JW 
ALI11_20111005_046 05/10/2011 Panorama CP26 NNE   JW 
ALI11_20111005_047 05/10/2011 Panorama CP26 NE   JW 
ALI11_20111005_048 05/10/2011 Panorama CP26 ENE   JW 
ALI11_20111005_049 05/10/2011 Panorama CP26 E   JW 
ALI11_20111005_050 05/10/2011 Panorama CP26 ESE   JW 
ALI11_20111005_051 05/10/2011 Panorama CP26 SE   JW 
ALI11_20111005_052 05/10/2011 Panorama CP26 S   JW 
ALI11_20111005_053 05/10/2011 Panorama CP26 SW   JW 
ALI11_20111005_054 05/10/2011 Panorama CP26 WSW   JW 
ALI11_20111005_055 05/10/2011 Panorama CP26 W   JW 
ALI11_20111005_056 05/10/2011 Panorama CP26 WNW   JW 
ALI11_20111005_057 05/10/2011 Panorama CP26 NW   JW 
ALI11_20111005_058 05/10/2011 Panorama CP26 NNW   JW 
ALI11_20111005_059 05/10/2011 Panorama CP26 N   JW 
ALI11_20111005_060 05/10/2011 Panorama - access road - stone added CP28 SE   JW 
ALI11_20111005_061 05/10/2011 Panorama - work in progress - cross dyke CP28 E   JW 
ALI11_20111005_062 05/10/2011 Panorama - work in progress - cross dyke CP28 ENE   JW 
ALI11_20111005_063 05/10/2011 Panorama - work in progress - cross dyke CP28 NE   JW 
ALI11_20111005_064 05/10/2011 Panorama CP28 NNE   JW 
ALI11_20111005_065 05/10/2011 Panorama CP28 N   JW 
ALI11_20111005_066 05/10/2011 Panorama CP28 NNW   JW 
ALI11_20111005_067 05/10/2011 Panorama CP28 NW   JW 
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Photo no. Date Description  Location Direction 
facing 

Scale Taken 
by 

ALI11_20111005_068 05/10/2011 Panorama - work in progress - cross dyke CP30 WSW   JW 
ALI11_20111005_069 05/10/2011 Panorama CP30 SW   JW 
ALI11_20111005_070 05/10/2011 Panorama - view along dyke CP30 SSW   JW 
ALI11_20111005_071 05/10/2011 Panorama - view along dyke CP30 SSW   JW 
ALI11_20111005_072 05/10/2011 Panorama CP30 WNW   JW 
ALI11_20111005_073 05/10/2011 Panorama CP30 NW   JW 
ALI11_20111005_074 05/10/2011 Panorama - view along dyke CP30 NNW   JW 
ALI11_20111005_075 05/10/2011 Panorama - view along dyke CP30 N   JW 
ALI11_20111005_076 05/10/2011 Field clearance CP30 NNE   JW 
ALI11_20111005_077 05/10/2011 Field clearance CP30 NNE   JW 
ALI11_20111005_078 05/10/2011 Field clearance CP30 N   JW 
ALI11_20111005_079 05/10/2011 Panorama CP27 SSE   JW 
ALI11_20111005_080 05/10/2011 Panorama CP27 S   JW 
ALI11_20111005_081 05/10/2011 Panorama CP27 SSW   JW 
ALI11_20111005_082 05/10/2011 Panorama CP27 SW   JW 
ALI11_20111005_083 05/10/2011 Panorama CP27 WSW   JW 
ALI11_20111005_084 05/10/2011 Panorama CP27 W   JW 
ALI11_20111005_085 05/10/2011 Panorama CP27 WNW   JW 
ALI11_20111005_086 05/10/2011 Panorama CP27 NW   JW 
ALI11_20111005_087 05/10/2011 Panorama CP27 SSE   JW 
ALI11_20111005_088 05/10/2011 Panorama CP27 SE   JW 
ALI11_20111005_089 05/10/2011 Panorama CP27 ESE   JW 
ALI11_20111005_090 05/10/2011 Panorama CP27 E   JW 
ALI11_20111005_091 05/10/2011 Panorama CP27 ENE   JW 
ALI11_20111005_092 05/10/2011 Panorama CP27 NE   JW 
ALI11_20111005_093 05/10/2011 Panorama CP27 NNE   JW 
ALI11_20111005_094 05/10/2011 deleted  -   -    JW 
ALI11_20111005_095 05/10/2011 Road stripped CP29 SSE   JW 
ALI11_20111007_096 07/10/2011 Upgraded track nearing top of rise CP8 W  -  AJ 
ALI11_20111007_097 07/10/2011 Stripped area and crushed stone CP14 W   AJ 
ALI11_20111101_098 01/11/2011 Completed track W CP14     AJ 
ALI11_20111101_099 01/11/2011 North facing section of cut for track, opposite hut circle CP15 S  -  AJ 
ALI11_20111101_100 01/11/2011 Passing place where track changes direction to run north-east. CP16 E  -  AJ 
ALI11_20111101_101 01/11/2011 Spoil heaps in vicinity of stream CP16 N  -  AJ 
ALI11_20111101_102 01/11/2011 Excavated peat in vicinity of stream CP17 N  -  AJ 
ALI11_20111101_103 01/11/2011 Spoil heap adjacent to dyke 8.  Note rough coursing over watercourse. CP18 N  -  AJ 
ALI11_20111101_104 01/11/2011 Site compound, to northwest of site CP21 SW  -  AJ 
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Photo no. Date Description  Location Direction 
facing 

Scale Taken 
by 

ALI11_20111101_105 01/11/2011 General view of completed track from site compound CP21 S  -  AJ 
ALI11_20111122_106 22/11/2011 Topsoil, 4, being stripped over house site, showing 5  -  SW  1 x 1m PH 
ALI11_20111122_107 22/11/2011 Panorama CP33 SW  -  PH 
ALI11_20111122_108 22/11/2011 Panorama CP33 W  -  PH 
ALI11_20111122_109 22/11/2011 Panorama CP33 NW  -  PH 
ALI11_20111122_110 22/11/2011 Panorama CP33 N  -  PH 
ALI11_20111122_111 22/11/2011 Panorama CP33 NE  -  PH 
ALI11_20111122_112 22/11/2011 North facing section through dyke [7]    S  1 x 1m PH / AJ 
ALI11_20111122_113 22/11/2011 East facing section through dyke [8]    W  1 x 1m PH / AJ 
ALI11_20111122_114 22/11/2011 South facing section through dyke [7]    N  1 x 1m PH / AJ 
ALI11_20111122_115 22/11/2011 Coursed part of dyke [7], by watercourse    SE  1 x 1m PH / AJ 
ALI11_20111122_116 22/11/2011 Area of house stripped    SW  1 x 1m PH 
ALI11_20111122_117 22/11/2011 Base of clearance cairn, [9], stripped. Western half    SW  1 x 1m PH 
ALI11_20111122_118 22/11/2011 Northwest facing section of stripped area for house    SE  1 x 1m PH 
ALI11_20111122_119 22/11/2011 Base of clearance cairn, [9], stripped, Eastern half    NW  1 x 1m PH 
ALI11_20111122_120 22/11/2011 Stripped areas  CP33 N  -  PH 
ALI11_20111122_121 22/11/2011 Hut circle HHER MHG3289   SW  1 x 1m PH 
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Figure 12  Photograph locations (Camera points) 

 
 


